EAGLE TENTED LODGE
This luxury Lodge is built from natural rock and thatched roofs. The main
area consists of the restaurant, bar and pool area. aha Eagle Tented Lodge
provides breath-taking views over the surrounding mountains and valleys. At
aha Eagle Tented Lodge you stay closer to nature in authentic Safari Tents
without compromising on any of the comfort or luxury of a room.

ACCOMMODATION
HEMINGWAY SAFARI TENTS: Nothing beats getting closer to wildlife than a
stay in a tent in Africa- Hemingway Safari Tents offers spacious luxurious
tented accommodation overlooking the Epacha Private Game Reserve
offering the most amazing views. Every tent is equipped with an en-suite
bathroom and coffee- and tea facilities. The deck allows guests to experience
breath-taking dawns and sunsets.
FAMILY SAFARI TENTS: Our family tents also overlook the Epacha Private
Game Reserve, offering incredible views of nature. The tents offer a spacious
lounge are and are equipped with a shower and separate toilet, a minifridge as well as coffee & tea facilities. The tents are covered with shade nets
and are equipped with cooling fans. There’s no better way to round off the
day, than relaxing on the terrace while taking in the beautiful sounds and
sights at aha Eagle Tented Lodge.

MYSTIQUE SPA
The aha Epacha Game Lodge and Spa was the first in Namibia to combine
the African safari experience with wellness when it first opened its doors in
2001 and many other lodges have since followed suit. This pioneer Spa is
fully equipped with a Sauna, Steam Room and 2 treatment rooms. The most
popular attraction at the spa is the open-air duo-treatment room, where it
is possible to enjoy one of the many treatments together with your partner.
Eagle Tented Lodge offers no spa treatments, however guests are endorsed
to make use of all the spa treatments offered at The Epacha Game Lodge
and Spa

NEARBY ATTRACTIONS/ACTIVITIES OFFSITE
Game drives to the Etosha National Park, Game drives in the Epacha Private
Game Reserve, Night drives in the Epacha Private Game Reserve, Scenic
Sundowner drives, Clay pigeon shooting
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CONTACT DETAILS
D 2695 from Outjo to Etosha,
Outjo, Namibia
Tel: +264 (0)61 375 300
Email: reservations@epacha.com
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